






E N G I N E E R I N G

S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

A R C H I T E C T U R E



WHO WE ARE

H2A is a multinational and multicultural team of architects, 

having completed over 16.000 projects, H2A o�ers unparalleled

engineers, sustainability experts, and much 

more committed to excellence in design.  Our mission is to create 

spaces and places that are innovative, inspiring, and reflective 

of our clients’ needs.  With over 200 years of experience and 

international expertise in a wide range of markets.  Our experience 

includes from working with ancient and historic structures to the 

most selective colleges and universities around the world.



WHAT WE DO

H2A specializes in architecture, sustainable design, 

and engineering.  Research and development is essential 

to our design practice.  Our team is committed to investigating the 

latest industry trends and technologies to ensure our solutions are 

built to last and transcend experiences.  What distinguishes H2A is 

our ability to deliver solutions as a sole source provider.  Our team 

of architects, engineers, and planners work closely together at the 

outset of projects to produce beautiful and custom solutions that 

always reflect the mission, vision, and aspirations of our clients.



Guido Camata, PhD, PEng
Principal

Experience:  18 years

Education:  MS, Architectural 

Engineering, University of 

Bologna, Italy; PhD, Structural 

Engineering, University of 

Colorado, USA

Jim Miller, IIDA
Patner

Experience:  28 years 

Education:  MArch, Illinois 

Institute of Technology, USA; BS, 

 Interior Design, Southern Illinois 

 University, USA

Jim is one of H2A’s three 

directors who share project 

management and design 

responsibilities. A strong 

communicator with over 28 

years of experience in both 

architecture and interior design, 

Jim has helped lead several of 

H2A’s largest and most complex 

projects.

As H2A’s director of research 

and development and 

structural engineering, Guido 

oversees H2A’s structural 

division and works with our 

team to develop innovative 

solutions that respond to 

today’s problems. Guido is an 

Engineering Professor at the 

University of Chieti-Pescara and 

the University of Colorado at 

Boulder, USA.

Antonio Cipriani, IDArch 
Principal

Experience:  15 years

Education: Architecture 

graduation,

University of Pescara, Italy. 

As an architect and interior 

designer, he develops the 

architectural envelope in H2A, 

taking care of both internal and 

external organic, with training 

and work experiencein Barcelo-

na and Milan. In H2A it also 

carries out the managerial 

aspect with relations developed 

in the financial world of Milan 

and Lugano.



Rusty Walker, AIA, LEED AP 
Patner

Experience: 22 years

Education:  MArch, Rice 

University, USA; BS, 

Architecture, Northeastern 

University, USA 

Rusty has designed a wide 

variety of projects ranging from 

high-rise developments and 

mixed-use towers, to higher 

education and corporate 

campuses around the world. He 

thrives on receiving input from 

stakeholders and translating 

their vision into highly 

customized solutions. His work 

balances each client’s unique 

values, their goals for the future, 

and impact on the environment.

Gianpietro de Filippo
Structural Engineer

Experience: 6 years 

Education: Graduated in 

Building Engineering at the G. 

D'Annunzio" University of Chieti 

 - Pescara (Italy).

Gianpietro is a structural 

engineer with the experience in 

civil and industrial building 

design. He has the experience in 

design of new building and 

strengthening existing building 

using Italian, European and 

American code. He has been 

with Asdea since 2012 and now 

he is the General Manager of 

Asdea Peru.

Nicola Tarque, PhD
Civil Engineer

Experience: 13 years

Education: MS, Earthquake 

Engineering and Engineering 

Seismology, ROSESchool, Italy; 

PhD, Earthquake Engineering 

and Engineering Seismology, 

Institute for Advanced Study of 

Pavia, Italy.

Nicola is a Civil Engineer with 

experience in design, 

construction, and evaluation of 

masonry and

reinforced concrete buildings. 

His expertise involves seismic 

vulnerability assessment and 

numerical modelling of buildin-

gs, especially those related to 

cultural heritage. Furthermore, 

Nicola is a Full Professor at the 

Pontifical Catholic University of 

Peru (PUCP) in Lima.



EXPERTISE
Programming

Master Planning

Community and Land Planning

Design and Strategic Guidelines

Project Management 

Quality Assurance/Quality Control

Cost Estimating

Pre-Construction Services

Mechanical Engineering

Environmental Engineering

Landscape Design   

Structural Engineering

Civil Engineering

Infrastructure

LEED Design   

GIS Analysis

Geotechnical Engineering

Seismic Engineering

Risk Analysis

Building Performance and 

Failure Assessments



MARKETS

SERVICES
Engineering Architecture

Sustainable Design

Applied Science and Advanced 

Innovation

Education

Housing

Hospitality

Investigation and Rehabilitation

Manufacturing

Planning

Sustainability

Infrastructure





ENGINEERING

SUSTAINABILITY

ARCHITECTURE





ENGINEERING





Our belief is that engaging in collaborative design process yields 

the most functional and beautiful results. To this end, our engineers 

work closely with our broad design team through a synergetic 

design approach in order to find innovative and creative solutions 

for the most complex of projects. We explore and develop multiple 

options to identify the best suited solutions. This ensures all building 

ENGINEERING





The European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) is a frontline 

scientific project which allows people to address many of the most 

pressing unsolved questions about the Universe. The E-ELT will be 

the largest telescope-based astronomical observatory in the world 

featuring an optical/near-infrared telescope and advanced features. 

ASDEA performed the seismic hazard study and developed a 3D 

seismic isolation system to protect the telescope.

The European Extremely 
Large Telescope
CERRO ARMAZONES - CHILE

100 m height





The study of a historical building goes beyond the modern principles 

of earthquake engineering and requires not only good knowledge 

of the building techniques at the time of construction and of the 

building transformations over the centuries, but also an in depth 

survey of the building. The aim of this project was the static and 

seismic vulnerability assessment of an ancient 19m high bell tower 

erected in the XIII century and located in Guardiagrele, Abruzzo, 

Italy. An extensive in situ experimental campaign was conducted 

to identify the material properties and the exact geometry of the 

tower, as well as the stratigraphy of the supporting soil. The onsite 

investigation results were used to calibrate a 3D finite element model 

of the tower and the soil.

Chatedral of Santa Maria 
Maggiore
GUARDIAGRELE - ITALY

XIII Sec.





Centi Palace is one of the most important Baroque monuments in the 

Abruzzi Region. It was built between 1752 and 1777. The building has three 

floors and a rectangular plan, a large entrance and monumental stairs.

The facades are very particular. The principal facade is divided in three 

parts and has an impressive balcony supported by three coupled columns 

above the majestic portal of the entrance. The building is separate from the 

other adjacent buildings. ASDEA was in charge of the structural repair and 

strengthening of the building, which was heavily damaged by the earthqua-

ke which struck L'Aquila on the 6th of April 2009. The aim of the proposed 

intervention was to repair the damage and increase the seismic resistance 

of the building, while taking particular care in protecting and conserving the 

historical value of the element.The interventions used innovative and 

advanced technologies which are durable, reversible and compatible with 

the existing materials and respect the monuments following the principles 

of restoration.

Centi Palace

L’AQUILA - ITALY

2015





designed in response to the multinational and cultural needs of the 

GSA’s diverse program. The relationship of classrooms, administrative 

spaces, group spaces, and teaming spaces are designed to be 

flexible for undetermined class sizes, technology requirements, and 

scheduling commitments. In addition to modernizing these spaces, 

additions and renovations were made to the GSA Childcare Center 

and Dining Facility. Throughout the duration of these projects, 

modernizing the facilities with modern technology was a top priority. 

General Services 
Administration
George P. Shultz National 

ARLINGTON - VIRGINIA

175,665 SF

LEED Silver Certified





The structural concept of the Petra Indah Bridge was a stimulating 

and complex challenge. The proposed solutions considered a multi-

span continuous bridge with an elegant illuminated aluminum cover 

and a very complex cable-stayed long span bridge. Slender and 

stunningly elegant, this 300-meter-long, cable-stayed bridge has 

two curved single column towers. The road carried by the bridge 

direction and hard shoulders to ensure that any maintenance work, 

breakdowns, or accidents do not cause severe congestion.

Petra Indah Bridge
SANTUBONG - MALAYSIA 

300 meters long





Fly eye is an innovative telescope. Using the fly-eye technique of splitting 

view in many di�erent smaller images can considerably expand its field of 

view.

ASDEA through dynamic linear analysis evaluated the acceleration size that 

occurs this telescope of course paying particular attention to its optics. 

ASDEA also projected the telescope basement to avoid any kind of beha-

vior changement in case of earthquake.

Fly Eye Telescope

SICILY - ITALY

2017 -2018





As mentioned in the old land registry for the county of Modena, this 

building already existed in 1687. The villa has three floors and it is immersed 

in a vast park surrounded by majestic vegetation. The internal decor was 

painted in the 18th century. The main hall is 9 meters high and is covered by 

a thin vault open at the center to illuminate the room. The villa was highly 

damaged by the 2012 Emilia earthquake and the aim of this project was to 

restore the building using innovative materials and techniques such as Steel 

Fiber Reinforced Grout (SFRG)..

Villa Raisi

MEDOLLA - ITALY

2012





A historical and material investigation was used to evaluate the 

seismic vulnerability of the historic Palazzo Veneziano and Palazzo 

Merlato. Material characteristics, geometry, and construction 

technology were studied for each important element to build 

accurate architectural and structural models. A site hazard analysis 

was performed to calculate the seismic actions. The results of this 

investigation suggested an acceptable risk level and provided the 

information useful to seismically strengthen the buildings using 

innovative techniques.

“Palazzo Veneziano” and 
“Palazzo Merlato”
RAVENNA - ITALY

XVIII Sec.





can have on people’s everyday lives. We look for opportunities to 

enhance the way people will experience their environment. The 

Kenmore Apartments Modernization project transformed a 1920’s 

retrofitted with rain gardens, providing residents with a respite from 

urban living. With LEED Platinum design and high-end finishes, the 

Chicago Housing Authority
Kenmore Apartments for Senior 

Housing Modernization

CHICAGO - ILLINOIS

90,000 SF

LEED Platinum 

Certified





St. Stephen Church Deanery is one of the largest churches in Africa. 

The complex building shows its modern features thanks to its unique 

architecture. The unusual cover consists of doubled-curved gridshell 

domes supported by structural arches. With this solution, modern 

character was skillfully merged with the solemn traditional formality 

of religious buildings.  Our role also included sustainability framework 

of the Church masterplan, sustainable design, and structural 

engineering.

St. Stephen Church Deanery
OUTUOKE - NIGERIA





The heritage building “Emiciclo,” also known as palace of the 

exposition, is now used as the headquarters of the Abruzzi Region. 

In 1888, the architect Carlo Waldis designed this unique building 

with a hexagonal-shaped portico with 12 doric columns. The aim of 

the project was to restore and strengthen the building, which was 

severely damaged by the earthquake which struck the Abruzzi region 

on April 5, 2009. The seismic strengthening was achieved using 

viscous dampers and Steel Fiber Reinforced grout materials (SFRG).

“Emiciclo” and “Ex G.I.L. 
Maschile”
L’AQUILA - ITALY

XIV Sec.





Our experience in creating learning environments has taught us that 

students learn best by engaging with peers and faculty through 

active inquiry. The new Center for the Sciences at Beloit College 

is organized around a four-story atrium that fosters a sense of 

community and draws the various disciplines of science together. 

Informal spaces were created to encourage spontaneous meetings 

and breakout sessions.

Beloit College
Center for the Sciences

BELOIT - WISCONSIN

105,000 SF

LEED Platinum Certified





SUSTAINABILITY



SUSTAINABILITY

We envision a sustainable world in which people live in symbiosis 

and harmony with the natural system. The well-being of those who 

experience our work takes precedent above all else throughout 

our design process. We endeavor to create plans and designs that 

ultimately enhance the wellness of those who experience them.





The Lifestyle and Retail Center in Doha, Qatar represents a model 

of incorporating green initiatives into a modern city center. The 

masterplan and schematic design for the center incorporates medium 

density housing, private residences, recreational space including 

movie theaters and museums, and a raised commercial concourse 

into a 650,000 square foot site. Both public and private parking are 

provided below ground, but are connected to the open air through 

openings in the public green space above. 

Doha Lifestyle Center
DOHA - QATAR

650,000 SF





Holabird & Root, in association with Tod Williams Billie Tsien Architects, 

was chosen to design the University of Chicago’s new David Logan 

Arts Center. The 150,000-s.f. facility has a multi-story tower and serves 

the fine and performing arts departments. The facility includes one 

black box theater, a large recital space, a large auditorium, multiple 

music studios and practice rooms, and film archive storage. Visual art 

studios provide space for painting, sculpture, and drawing classes.

University of Chicago

David Logan Arts Center

CHICAGO - ILLINOIS

150,000 SF

LEED Silver Certified





The West Palm Beach Hotel was created for the City of West Palm 

Beach and the West Palm Beach Community Redevelopment Agency, 

and imagines possibilities for a landmark site located along the 

Intracoastal Waterway in West Palm Beach, Florida. The 3.5-acre site 

is envisioned to hold a prominent hotel, but can also feature other 

amenities compatible with the hotel use.

City of West Palm Beach
West Palm Beach Hotel

WEST PALM BEACH - FLORIDA

3.5 Acres





This project represents the redevelopment of 27 acres of land near 

London, Ontario. The site is bordered by a river and parkland to the 

south, and is connected to the Central Business District to the north 

by the arterial street along its western border. Upon completion, this 

project will provide housing for a variety of ages, with market-rate 

condos, senior condos, assisted living, and a nursing home. Amenities 

center are also planned for the site.

Fincore Canada
SoHo Wellington Centre

LONDON - ONTARIO

27 Acres





The theme of this master plan can best be described as a “pedestrian 

city,” with an emphasis on close proximity to dense residential 

districts and an abundance of transit opportunities.  Interaction with 

a large number people and groups is at the core of the concept of 

multiple means of transit with a spatial emphasis on walkability allows 

for maximum synergy among activities.

Kuching Masterplan
KUCHING - MALAYSIA

5,000 Acres





ARCHITECTURE





We feel architecture is much more than creating buildings - it is 

about creating experiences.  Our mission is to produce designs that 

enhance the welfare of all building occupants, leading to spaces and 

places that are innovative, custom, and unforgettable.  

ARCHITECTURE





The design of the Taneh Puteh Residential Tower in Kuching, Malaysia 

incorporates a 30-story tower plus penthouse on 160,500 gross square 

feet of site area. At a proposed 322 feet tall, the tower is planned 

to include residential space in the form of both loft apartments 

and condominiums. The innovative concept is designed to provide 

for both a unique, futuristic massing and a maximized view of the 

river. At lower levels, a large podium provides connection between 

the two towers as well as amenities, public space, and a sundeck to 

encourage a sense of community.

Taneh Puteh Residential Tower
KUCHING - MALAYSIA

160,500 SF





East-West University 

Student Life Center

CHICAGO - ILLINOIS

165,000 SF

The East-West University Student Life Center is a 165,000 square foot 

mixed-used urban campus in Chicago’s South Loop. Standing at 17 

stories, the campus addition is composed of two main programmatic 

blocks, 7 stories of academic and administrative program, and 

10 stories of student housing. The new construction project was 

undertaken to support the University’s growing student population 

and expanding academic programs, while addressing the pressures 

of providing new amenities to stay competitive with peer institutions.





As the largest and most complex academic facility to achieve LEED 

Platinum certification, Regents Hall of Natural and Mathematical 

Sciences expresses the highest level of green design, with sustainable 

initiatives implemented throughout the building. The new science 

facility includes a greenhouse and an accessible green roof and 

is the first major science facility in the country designed with an 

emphasis on “green chemistry.” Regents Hall is not simply a model for 

responsible environmental stewardship, but a daily working example 

of sustainability in practice.

St. Olaf College
Regents Hall of Natural & 

Mathematical Sciences Arts 

Center

NORTHFIELD - MINNESOTA

193,000 SF

LEED Platinum Certified





Truman State University, a highly selective public institution 

located in Missouri, wanted its Fine and Performing Arts Center to 

consolidate its Visual Arts, Music, and Theater Departments into a 

single, campus-wide arts center. The design of the Center celebrates 

the acts of creating and performing and provides the campus and the 

surrounding community with inspiring state-of-the-art performance 

venues for music and drama.

Truman State University
Fine and Performing Arts Center

KIRKSVILLE - MISSOURI

146,903 SF





48 feet in diameter, covering more than 1,000 square feet.  The new 

skylight utilizes the original steel structure and restores natural light 

detail of historic finishes and creativity in utilizing modern technology 

systems. 

City of Chicago

Restoration 

CHICAGO - ILLINOIS

Over 1,000 SF





the Monroe Building had aged and required a complete renovation 

the building to its original intent, many of its historic elements, 

including the façade, lobby, floor, roof, and more were repaired or 

restored to the highest level of preservation standards. The resulting 

project combines the best elements of a meticulous restoration with 

modern amenities that will continue to attract tenants.  

Monroe Building
Historic Renovation and 

Restoration 

CHICAGO - ILLINOIS

226,000 SF





The New Chemistry Building at Western Michigan University includes 

three large auditoriums for chemistry and general education 

purposes, as well as smaller classrooms, instructional labs, and 

informal gathering spaces. The design addresses Western Michigan’s 

sciences, collaborative learning, and making the sciences visible to 

the campus community.

Western Michigan University
New Chemistry Building 

KALAMAZOO - MICHIGAN

83,300 SF





The Waubonsee Community College Plano Classroom Building 

is designed as a stand-alone satellite campus, augmenting the 

College’s main campus located in Sugar Grove, Illinois.  The Plano 

Campus sought to establish its own brand and identity separate of 

the Sugar Grove campus.  To accomplish this, the heavy use of glass, 

particularly in the building’s lobby, were used to create transparency 

to the surrounding community.   At night, this glass lobby becomes 

a beacon to those passing along the main thoroughfare, creating the 

visual presence for the College that it desired.

Waubonsee Community 
College
Plano Classroom Building

PLANO - ILLINOIS
33,500 SF





CONTACT INFORMATION

HEADQUARTERS:

Italy:  Antonio Cipriani

 Via Foro Buonaparte 22,  20121

Milan,  Clubhouse Brera,  I ta ly

+39 3393160756

Italy:  Guido Camata

Via Brevigl ier i  8 ,  65129

Pescara,  I ta ly

+39 085 4310059 (p)

United States:  Rusty Walker ,  AIA,  LEED AP  
140 South Dearborn Street ,  Suite 500 

Chicago, I l l inois 60603
312.357.1771 (p)

Peru:  Gianpietro de Fi l ippo
Av. Sergio Bernales,  N° 599,  Of .  1401    

Urb.  Barr io Médico,  Surqui l lo ,                 
L ima - Perú                                         

(+51) 940396034 (p)

web:  www.h2aproject.com

email :  info@h2aproject.com




